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Details of charge density distribution at p-n nano interface are analyzed with density functional theory
techniques using model system of dimers of doped silicon quantum dots interacting through bond and
through space. Spatial distributions of transition densities between the ground and excited states suggest
the character of essential electronic excitations, which have a Fӧrster, bound, unbound, or charge transfer
character. A redistribution of electronic density from n-impurities to p-impurities results in a ground
state polarization and creates an offset of energies of the bands localized on p-doped quantum dot and
the bands localized on n-doped quantum dot. Although impurities contribute very few orbitals to the
total density, a ground state charge redistribution and polarization are both responsible for the presence
of a large number of charge transfer excitations involving solely silicon orbitals.

� 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Silicon based materials play a substantial role in microelectron-
ics, photovoltaics, and light-emitting technologies [1–3]. Optoelec-
tronic properties of these systems are modified by controlling type
and concentration of dopants as well as by spatial confinement [4].
A special interest is upholding on various implementations of
interface between p-doped and n-doped silicon at nanostructured
level. Formation of depletion layer, anisotropic conductivity, and
control of interface polarization by optical excitation form a basis
for the photovoltaic effect. The features of low-concentration dop-
ing in an infinite sample of bulk silicon have been tediously studied
since 1940s for multiple industrial applications. Theoretical model-
ing of single p- and n-shallow doping are offered through an anal-
ogy with a hydrogen atom [5]. Properties of macroscopic junction
between p- and n-doped regions are described in a phenomenolog-
ical way by Schockley and Quisser [6]. In recent decades, the work-
ing elements of electronic circuits and photovoltaic cells
experience extreme miniaturization, following the Moore’s law
[7]. Current microelectronic technology is based on elements rang-
ing in the tens of nanometers. In an attempt at further miniaturiza-
tion, the size of silicon-based working elements has approached
the limit of a few nanometers [8]. At such a limit, one expects
two major effects affecting optoelectronic properties of silicon
materials: size tuning of bandgap due to quantum confinement
and atomistic nature of the doping [9,10]. Specifically, for confined
silicon materials, such as quantum dots, nanowires and thin films
of characteristic length 1–10 nm, an impurity ion directly interacts
with all available host neighbor atoms. In this limit, various effects
of interfaces and surfaces of the nano-sized silicon are of substan-
tial influence.

It was recently shown that silicon quantum dots placed in a
dielectric matrix can form a material with a higher band gap than
that of the bulk crystalline silicon and can, therefore, be applied as
stable top solar cells for an all-silicon based tandem photovoltaic
devices [11]. Arrays of close packed quantum dot solids (QDs) facil-
itate formation of exciton bands, increasing optical properties and
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promising more efficient photovoltaic devices [12]. This promise,
though, has been somewhat shadowed by theoretical predictions
that resonant energy transfer between large (�2 to 4 nm) Si QDs
is possible only when they are almost in a contact, because of
the relative efficiency of radiative relaxation [13,14]. In a regime
of close proximity, QDs may form a percolation network [15].
One hypothesis is that the electronic structure of interacting QDs
strongly depends on the presence or the absence of a covalent con-
tact between them. This effect is of critical importance for under-
standing the formation of the p-n junction. The formation of a
depletion layer and atomistic description of charge distribution
at the interface between p-doped and n-doped regions, and, more
specifically, between p-doped and n-doped QDs, is a challenging
question. Particularly, in the limit of small QDs and high concentra-
tion of doping, a substantial dependence of electronic state energy
on the interfacial charge or exciton transfer is expected. In 1950s,
Walter Kohn has introduced ‘‘Hydrogen-atom” model analogy for
shallow dopants [5,16]. These quantitative predictions of this
model analogy are valid for both bulk materials and QDs. Atomistic
modeling of planar p-n junction is computationally expensive due
to larger size of the models. Most of available bulk calculations
include only p- or only n-doped regions. A recently reported ato-
mistic modeling of optoelectronic properties of doped silicon films
[17] provides analysis of orbitals contributed by dopants. For pure
(un-doped) Si, orbitals are delocalized. For doped Si, orbitals are
partly localized on dopant and neighboring Si atoms illustrating
analogy to hydrogen atom with Bohr radius of the order of 0.5–
1.0 nm. The band alignment is different in case of (i) interfaces in
confined nanostructures, and in case of (ii) macroscopic interfaces
in bulk and periodic slabs, as schematically illustrated in Fig. S1.
For model systems of size larger than the Si exciton size (i.e. its
real-space delocalization), the situation would be similar to the
regular macroscopic bulk p-n junctions, where free electrons are
present away from the contact. At larger distance from the inter-
face, the n-states are expected to be occupied while the p-states
will remain unoccupied. At the very interface, however, the charge
carriers are expected to undergo the substantial re-arrangement
similar to the one for nanostructures considered in this work. For
modeling of a system with well-pronounced n-, p- and depletion
layers, one needs to explicitly include more than one doping atom
of each type. The inter- and intra-band transitions will spread over
a larger number of energy states [17].

Optoelectronic properties of small isolated silicon QDs have
been studied using a broad arsenal of computational chemistry
methods ranging from semi-empirical [18–23] to Configuration-
Interaction [24,25], multi-reference second-order perturbation
theory MP2 [26], Coupled Cluster [27], and diffusion quantum
Monte Carlo [28–30] methods. The GW/BSE approach [31–33] is
a typical method to take into account a bound exciton state forma-
tion. Real-space pseudopotential methods [34,35] and charge
patching methods [36] have been used to study larger Si and other
semiconductor QDs. Among these approaches, methods based on
Density Functional Theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TDDFT)
provide an optimal numerical tool for analyzing ground and
excited state properties in a wide range of materials from mole-
cules to semiconductor nanostructures [37,38], including surfaces,
interfaces, irregular and distorted structures, as well as impurities
[17]. Practical applications of DFT and TDDFT have yet open ques-
tions on how computational results depend on methodological
choices, i.e., various functionals, basis sets, and solvent models.
Promising performance is reached with hybrid DFT models such
as B3LYP, CAM-B3LYP [39], HSE [40,41], as well as DFT-D2/D3
methods of Grimme [42] to account for dispersive inter-cluster
interactions. Success of computational modeling of silicon nano-
materials is recorded for quantum dots [4,43], nanowires [44–
49], and thin films [50–52] for both intrinsic, single-type doping,
and co-doping by p- and n-impurities at the same time [53–55].

Additionally, much work has been done to study inter-dot inter-
actions and the formation of collective states across QDs in an
array in a view of technological relevance. The impact of the QD-
QD separation on their opto-electronic properties has been
recently considered [13,14,56–59]. Energy transfer, charge trans-
fer, and carrier multiplication (CM) effects, adopting a fully ab initio
scheme within DFT, in both isolated and interacting H-passivated
Si-QDs was reported [57]. Computational modeling of interacting
quantum dots shows noticeable modifications in four phenomena:
(i) optical absorption, (ii) multiple exciton generation, (iii) charge
transfer, and (iv) exciton formation. In particular we notice that:
(i) optical absorption systematically increases across the broad
spectrum as the H-terminated Si QDs approach each other [58];
(ii) both colloidal silicon QDs [60] and Si QDs embedded in a
SiO2 matrix [61,62] demonstrate CM through multiple-exciton
generation; (iii) at small separations (�0.2 nm) of silicon QDs in
SiO2 matrix, the energy levels of the QDs are broadened to the
mini-bands due to wave-function overlap, thus enabling electron
transport [56,59]; (iv) provided that the QDs are sufficiently well
separated, exciton hopping can appear within the framework of
Förster resonance energy transfer, wherein the Coulomb interac-
tions are approximated using either dipole–dipole [63] or Dexter
higher-order multipole interactions [64]. Regarding the latter, Baer
and Rabani [65] investigated the relative contribution of various
multipole interactions to resonance energy transfer, as well as to
optical transitions near metal contact [66]. Recently, Lin et al.
[14] have found that that small (�1 nm) Si undoped QDs exhibit
exciton transport efficiencies far exceeding that of their larger
counterparts for the same center-to-center separation.

Overall, previous studies addressed in detail the electronic
properties of isolated doped and undoped QDs, as well as interact-
ing undoped QDs. A gap remains, however, in describing interac-
tions of several doped quantum dots situated in close proximity.
This work presents a systematic investigation of the mutual influ-
ence of the p- and n-doped quantum dots. This interaction is high-
lighted by comparing two types of atomic models with p- and n-
regions being separated by vacuum or connected by a bridging sil-
icon atom. Relative contributions of charge versus exciton transfer
are elucidated by analyzing spatial distribution of transition den-
sity matrices corresponding to the essential electronic excitations.
Our computational results suggest that the dominant transport
mechanisms are influenced by the electronic structure of the p-n
nano-interface. In arrays of molecularly connected quantum dots,
the leading mechanism is an electron transfer; whereas in arrays
of disconnected quantum dots, the leading mechanism is exciton
transfer. These insights in charge vs exciton transport properties
are expected to be helpful for technological applications in nano-
electronics and photovoltaics.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces details of
computational methods and introduces the chemical composition
of studied models. Results and discussion in Section 3 are orga-
nized is several subsections. Subsection 3.1 presents expected
and computed trends in ground state electronic structure of QD
dimers. Subsection 3.2 presents trends in absorption spectra and
excited state profiles of QD dimers. Subsection 3.3 provides bench-
marks for several options of QD modeling. Section 4 concludes and
summarizes main findings.

2. Computational methods

The electronic structure of both ground and optically-excited
states of a system can be efficiently explored in the DFT and TDDFT
frameworks. Both rely on time-independent and time-dependent
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self-consistent Kohn-Sham (KS) equations, respectively, and use
concepts of total electronic density, total energy, and effective
potential, including interactions of electrons with ions, and three
electron iterations: Coulomb, correlation, and exchange. For con-
sistent notation the equations of ground state DFT and TDDFT are
mentioned in Supplemental Information. Computations are made
with G09 software [67].

Briefly, for the ground state, the solutions of KS equations pro-
vide set of orbitals fuKS

i g and KS single-electron energies feig,
which can be analyzed using the concept of density of states DðeÞ
and density of occupied states D0ðeÞ as
DðeÞ ¼

X
i

dðe� eiÞ ð1Þ

D0ðeÞ ¼
X
i

nidðe� eiÞ ð2Þ

where d is a Dirac delta-function and ni is an occupation number.
When adapting an approximation of uncorrelated single-particle
states, the bandgap and band off-sets (see Fig. 1) can be easily cal-
culated. The band gap is defined differently for doped and undoped
models. For undoped models we have the simplest case

Eg ¼ Ecb � Evb ¼ ELU � EHO; ð3aÞ
Here we adopt terminology of molecular orbitals and conduc-

tion/ valence bands to denote individual levels and manifolds of
orbitals, respectively. The terms ‘‘conduction band” and ‘‘valence
band” have been originally introduced for condensed matter phy-
sics. However, there is a common convention and practice to use
these terms in the QD research community. Motivations to use this
Fig. 1. Optimized geometry of (a) disconnected and (b) bridged models. All models were
composition Si35H36. All models are oriented along Z-axis, so that second QD is a transla
model are ordered ZI�1 < ZI < ZIþ1 so that values of Z-projection of position of each ion g
model reads 2 � Si35H36. For the bridged model, two QDs are brought to the closest vicinit
the nearest Si atom in the second QD with two hydrogens are also removed to keep the su
H34Si34-Si-Si34H34. Central Si atom in each of Si-quantum dots was either kept intact
disconnected QDs slightly rotate in the XY plane with respect to each other.
notation are: (1) many orbitals contributed by host material, which
have very similar energy, spatial distribution of charge density and
contributions to spectra, and (2) convenience to highlight the dif-
ferences between orbitals contributed by host material and orbi-
tals contributed by doping. Thus all Si orbitals are referred to as
CB and VB. We use the terminology of molecular (Kohn-Sham)
orbitals, when referring to a specific orbital. However, as a com-
mon term for a manifold of occupied and unoccupied Si orbitals,
we use ‘‘VB” ‘‘CB”, respectively. Thus in Eq. (3a), ELU and EHO are
energies of LUMO and HOMO orbitals, can be represented as ener-
gies of conduction band minimum (Ecb, CB) and valence band max-
imum (Evb, VB), respectively.

For doped models the bandgap and difference between band
edges are computed differently:

Eg ¼ Ecb � Evb ¼ Ei � Ej; ð3bÞ
where i (j) is the first orbital in the conduction (valence) band cor-
responding to a bulk material and is not introduced by dopant. For
example, for p-Si i = LU+1, j = HO; for the other models values of i
and j are shown in Table 1. Shallow donor activation energy Ed
and shallow acceptor activation energy Ea characterize a probability
of thermal activation of a charge carrier from a localized impurity to
the delocalized host band. When these values are comparable to
thermal quantum kT , material exhibit an enhanced conductivity.
Subsequently, Ed and Ea are defined as energy sub-gap between
orbital contributed by a dopant and a relevant band edge: CB for
a donor (here phosphorous) and VB for acceptor (here aluminum),
defined as

Ed ¼ Ecb � Edop ¼ ELU�q � ELU ; q ¼ 1 ð3cÞ
carved from bulk Si crystalline structure to the pairs of minimalistic Si-QD models of
tion along Z. It is critical to note that the positions R

!
I ¼ ðXI ;YI ; ZIÞ of each ion in the

row with index of Ith ion in the model. Resulting composition for the disconnected
y, one Si atom, closest to the neighboring QD is removed and its place is aligned with
rface termination pattern. Resulting atomic composition of the bridged model reads
or replaced with Al or P ions. Interestingly, upon the geometry optimization the



Table 1
Summary of ground state electronic structure calculations for eight atomic models of doped quantum dots, computed with B3LYP functional and LANL2DZ basis. The computation
of bandgap needs a comment. For undoped models, Eg = Ecb � Evb = ELU � EHO. For doped models the bandgap and difference between band edges are computed differently:
Eg = ELU � EHO but Ecb � Evb = Ei � Ej, where i is the first orbital not contributed by doping in the conduction band, j is the first orbital not contributed by doping in the valence band.
Specifically, for p-Si i = LU+1, j = HO; for other models values of i and j are shown in table. Donor activation energy Ed and acceptor activation energy Ea are defined as energy sub-
gap between orbital contributed by dopant and relevant band edge: CB for donor, which is phosphorous and VB for acceptor, which is aluminum. Measured values of Ed and Ea are
available from IR spectroscopy [76]. Theoretical predictions for Ed and Ea in bulk Si are available from hydrogenic model of shallow impurities, introduced by W. Kohn [5].
Computational predictions of Ed and Ea in doped quantum dots are available from works [77,78]. For suspicious cases, alternate values are computed as indicated in footnotes and
nearly match labels in Fig. 2. Specific pairs of orbitals are indicated with (*) symbols to avoid ambiguity in the notation as follows: *E(LU+1)-E(HO-1), **E(LU+1)-E(HO-3), ***E(LU
+1)-E(HO), ****E(LU)-E(HO-1), *****E(HO)-E(HO-3).

Model Atomic composition Eg Ecb � Evb = Ei � Ej i j Ed Ea

Disconnected i-Si 2 � Si35H36 5.6654 5.6654 LU HO N/A N/A
p-Si 2 � Al1Si34H36 0.1760 4.5551/5.2213⁄ LU+1 HO N/A 0.1760
n-Si 2 � P1Si34H36 0.1744 4.2174/ 4.9043⁄ LU HO-1 0.1744 N/A
p-n junction Al1Si34H36 + P1Si34H36 1.1951 1.8971/2.6879⁄⁄ LU+1 HO-1 0.6835/1.8786⁄⁄⁄ 0.0185/1.2136⁄⁄⁄

Bridged i-Si H34Si34-Si-Si34H34 5.3244 5.3244 LU HO N/A N/A
p-Si H34Al1Si34-Si-Si34Al1H34 0.2851 4.4332/5.0542⁄ LU+1 HO N/A 0.2851
n-Si H34P1Si34-Si-Si34P1H34 0.8566 2.6283/ 3.2882⁄ LU HO-1 0.8566 N/A
p-n junction H34Al1Si34-Si-Si34P1H34 2.2833 2.9785/3.7369⁄⁄ LU+1 HO-1 0.6710 0.0242/0.7826
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Ea ¼ Edop � Evb ¼ EHO � EHO�q; q ¼ 1 ð3dÞ
More accurate approximation for correlated many-body elec-

tronic states is achieved in TDDFT approach via numerical solution
of Casida equations. The latter provide a set of electronic transition
energies f�hXag, with respective oscillator strength values for each
transition ff ag and transition density matrices fDqag, which are
labeled by index of an excited state a. Note that numerical proce-
dure works for predefined number of excitations a < amax. Excited
state properties can be analyzed using optical absorption

aðeÞ ¼
X
a
f adðe� �hXaÞ ð4Þ

and density of excited states

a0ðeÞ ¼
X
a
dðe� �hXaÞ ð5Þ

An efficient analysis of excitation delocalization and compar-
ison of charge transfer vs resonance energy transfer can be per-
formed using the concept of transition density matrices [37,38]
providing a natural way to analyze spatial correlation of electron
and hole forming an exciton [68,69]. Earlier studies used this tech-
nique to analyze exciton localization in molecular dimers [70,71]
conjugated polymers [68,69] and carbon nanotubes [72,73]. Specif-
ically, in the atomic basis, the elements of transition density matrix
can be defined as a matrix element of an electron annihilation on
orbital A0 and an electron creation on orbital A upon photoexcita-
tion from ground jg to excited a states

Dqa
A;A0 ¼ hajĉþA ĉA; jgi ð6Þ
The discrete two-dimensional plots jDqa

A;A0 j approximately rep-

resent the mutual location of electrons (X-axis) and holes (Y-axis).
Plots with maximal distribution of diagonal values indicate
strongly bound excitons, off-diagonal areas correspond to elec-
trons and holes delocalized across the system. Charge transfer
excitations appear in the off-diagonal segment.

For better visualization of transition density maps, atomistic
structures for numerical investigation of the formation of the nano
p-n junction are presented in Fig. 1. Typically, the experimentally
synthesized QD sizes range from 2 to 15 nm [74]. In this work
one models a small sized QDs to ensure the faster simulations,
since simulation of dimers of larger sized QDs would be numeri-
cally intractable. While the size of computationally modelled
QD’s are typically smaller than that of the synthesized QDs, the
qualitative trends would apply to larger size QDs as well. This
paper presents analysis of charge transfer between two QDs whose
electronic structure mostly depend on doping pattern. Energies of
levels introduced by dopants are expected to repeat the same pat-
tern for broad range of QD sizes, while the absolute value of the
gap of QDs depends on its quantum confinement in a systematic
and predictable way: the larger the QDs diameter, the smaller is
the band gap toward saturation to the bulk limit. The trends of size
dependence of Si QD bandgaps are illustrated in Fig. S2.

The selected atomistic models of Si QDs were cut from a bulk
crystalline Si. Electronic properties of QDs share some features
characteristic for both solids and molecules. In QDs, similar to
molecules, the momentum of electrons is not a good quantum
number, however, similar to solids, the orbital energies are densely
spaced. Therefore, the DOS for QD is very similar to the DOS of the
bulk semiconductor of the same chemical composition. The quasi-
continuous collections of dense orbitals can then be referred to as
‘‘bands”, in what follows.

Two sets of models are based on pair of nearly spherical quan-
tum dots of the 35-atom size, terminated with hydrogens. In both
the geometries, QDs are interfacing each other in the h1 1 2i direc-
tion. The disconnected dimer consists of two silicon quantum dots
with 70 atoms in total. In the bridged dimer, two quantum dots
share one common silicon atom, with the total number of atoms
being 69. In addition, we replace the central atom in each quantum
dot in both structures by either one of the following elements: A,
B = Si, Al, P. The replacement of silicon by aluminum and phospho-
rous implements p- and n-doping, respectively, since dopant
atoms have ionic charge varied by plus or minus one. Chemical
compositions of both models read

A1Si34H36 þ B1Si34H36 ð7Þ
H34A1Si34 � Si� Si34B1H34 ð8Þ
Altogether, in addition to 3 monomers, we have considered 8

distinct dimer structures, namely 2 � Si35H36 (i-Si), 2 � Al1Si34H36

(p-Si), 2 � P1Si34H36 (n-Si) and Al1Si34H36 + P1Si34H36 (pn-junct.)
for both bridged and disconnected configurations.

In each atomic model, we further specifically label each ion
according to its separation from the central atom along Z-direction,

i.e., the ion positions R
!

I ¼ ðXI;YI; ZIÞ grow with Ith index,
ZI�1 < ZI < ZIþ1. Such specific ordering of ions is directly related
to the spatial distribution of the electronic density. An electron

occupying an atomic orbital uiðR
!

I � r
!Þ is localized in the vicinity

of space region R
!
I � d r

!
. Therefore, an atomic orbital index indi-

cates the position of an electron in space. Electronic structures of
all dimers were computed with B3LYP functional and LANL2DZ
basis set. The validity of this model chemistry for silicon
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nanostructures is introduced in Eqs. (7) and (8) and the details are
discussed at the end of the results section.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Ground state electronic structure of QD dimers

Qualitative schematic diagram of the band structure of the
nano-scale p-n junction is shown in Fig. 2. Most important features
of electronic structure are energy offsets between band edges and
shallow impurity levels. Computational modeling can quantify val-
ues of such offsets and their mutual alignments. Here, we are inter-
ested in the values of band-gap, doping activation energy, and
offsets between silicon bands. The interaction of n- and p-doped
QDs facilitates electron transfer from n-doped to p-doped QD, in
the ground state, compared to the ground state of non-interacting
QDs. Upon photoexcitation of such p-n nano-interface, the electron
undergoes backward transfer from p-doped to n-doped QD. This
section contains analysis of ground state only. Notably, upon elec-
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the formation of nano p-n interface. (a) undoped mod
model obtained by replacing one Si atom with one P-atom, (d) nano-sized p-n junction
conduction and valence bands, respectively, continuous lines represent filled orbitals,
electronic structure, Eg, Ea, Eb, Ecb-vb, according to Eq. (3). Note that each dopant contribu
bandgap range are shown for simplification. Excitonic effects at p-n junction contribute t
at p-doped side, CB0 , VB0 and all bands at n-doped side, CB00 VB00 experience different syst
while energies of all bands at n-doped side decrease. This is illustrated by relative shift of
a drift current from n-doped side to p-doped side This drift forms a depletion layer and
equilibrium values. Optically active transitions involve pairs of orbitals at either p-side o
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
tron transfer through bond contact between p-doped and n-doped
regions the bandgap is expected to decrease. Upon bringing p-
doped and n-doped quantum dots together as shown in Fig. 2(e),
we observe the following effect: (i) Drift of a charge density from
n-impurity to p-impurity supported by the values of the total
Mulliken charge extracted from Gaussian output files of Al- and
P-doped QDs, (ii) systematic shift of energies for all bands, specif-
ically to the lower energies at n-doped side and to the higher ener-
gies at p-doped side. The model exposes a spatial region located in
space between Al and P atoms, where charge density experiences
substantial change due to co-doping. This area has some features
similar to those of depletion layer in planar semiconductor inter-
face [75]. The term depletion layer is typically used to label the
layer separating hole and electron doped materials in the planar
interface as shown in Fig. S1. There, the redistribution of charge
carriers at the interface can be rationalized from several aspects:
(a) Microscopically, electrons subsequently occupy orbitals from
low to high energy, to follow Fermi distribution, (b) Electrostati-
cally, the difference in Fermi energy of p- and n-regions leads to
el, (b) p-doped model obtained replacing one Si atom with one Al atom, (c) n-doped
, and (e) schematic diagram of charge transfer. Here, yellow/cyan boxes represent
and dashed lines represent unoccupied orbitals. Arrows represent key features of
tes more than one additional state. Only the most important shallow states in the
o the substantial reduction of the bandgap. At the p-n junction, energies of all bands
ematic shifts in energies. Specifically, energies of all bands at p-doped side increase,
yellow and cyan boxes in panel (d). Note that upon formation of p-n junction there is
interfacial dipole. The polarization, interface field, and impurity band offset achieve
r n-side of the interface as symbolized by blue dashed arrows. (For interpretation of
this article.)



Fig. 4. Comparison of the Ecb-vb bandgap values for disconnected (+) and bridged
(�) models. Data correspond to Table 1, column IV. In all models except p-n
junction, the bridged models have a smaller value of the Ecb-vb bandgap.
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a respective difference in potentials and the interfacial electric
field. The latter drives charge carriers into opposite directions, (c)
Mulliken charge analysis reported in Fig. S3 provides signatures
of such distinct charge redistribution and (d) since our models con-
tain an exaggerated high concentration of dopants, the size of this
layer is very narrow.

Density of states for each structure are calculated according to
Eqs. (1) and (2), are shown in Fig. 3 and are summarized in Table 1
and Fig. 4. Analysis of data in Fig. 4 is provided for both discon-
nected and bridged models. Analysis of trends in bandgaps and
activation energies is performed in comparison with literature val-
ues. Specifically, measured values of Ed and Ea are available from IR
spectroscopy [76]. Theoretical predictions for Ed and Ea in bulk Si
are available from hydrogenic model of shallow impurities, intro-
duced by W. Kohn [5]. Computational predictions of Ed and Ea in
doped quantum dots are available from works [77,78].

We start our discussion with comparison of electronic proper-
ties of all cases studied by inspecting the relationship between
the values of Eg , Ea, Ed, and Ecb�vb. First of all, a systematic trend
is observed for Eg ¼ Ecb�vb. In all models, connected and discon-
nected, CB-VB bandgap value follows the sequence
Fig. 3. Density of states of the ground state electronic structure calculations for eight at
LANL2DZ basis. Filled area under the curve indicates occupied orbitals. Panels (a), (c), (e),
chemically bonded to each other through bridging silicon atom. Panels (a)–(b) repres
aluminum doped QDs and are labeled as p-Si. Panels (e)-(f) represent phosphorus doped Q
in the pair is doped by aluminum and second one by phosphorous, therefore representin
Bandgap energy Eg along with donor activation energy Ed and acceptor activation energ
omic models of pairs of doped quantum dots, computed with B3LYP functional and
(g) represent pairs of disconnected QDs. Panels (b), (d), (f), (h) represent bridged QDs
ent un-doped QDs and labeled as intrinsic silicon (i-Si). Panels (c)–(d) represent
Ds and are labeled as n-Si. Panels (g)-(h) represent results for models where one QD
g p-n junction. Data in panels (g) and (h) is one of the important result of the paper.
y Ea are labeled as energy spacing between feature peaks in DOS.
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Ecb�vbði� SiÞ > Ecb�vbðp� SiÞ > Ecb�vbðn� SiÞ
> Ecb�vbðpn� junct:Þ: ð9Þ

Interestingly, for structures with equivalent composition,

EðdisconnectedÞ
cb�vb > EðbridgedÞ

cb�vb ð10Þ
The trend in Eq. (10) holds for all models: i-Si, n-Si, p-Si except

the p-n junction. For p-n junction we found that

EðdisconnectedÞ
cb�vb ðpn� junct:Þ < EðbridgedÞ

cb�vb ðpn� junct:Þ ð11Þ
We hypothesize that in the bridged dimer, charge density is

more dynamically delocalized, thus effectively reducing the polar-
ization screening: The effective dielectric constant eeff is higher in
the bridged dimer model. Therefore, the Coloumb component

ðe0eeff Þ�1j~rp �~rnj�1 is smaller in the bridged dimer compared to
the disconnected counterpart. Furthermore, the carrier activation
energies are systematically smaller in the disconnected dimers

EðdisconnectedÞ
a < EðbridgedÞ

a ð12Þ

EðdisconnectedÞ
d < EðbridgedÞ

d ð13Þ
since interaction through the bridge (through bond) provides stron-
ger splitting.

The respective spatial distributions of selected Kohn-Sham orbi-
tals are displayed in Fig. 5. In the disconnected model, all but one
(HO) highest occupied orbitals are localized on the p-doped quan-
tum dot with Al ion in the center, while all but one (LU) lowest
unoccupied orbitals are localized on the n-doped quantum dot with
P ion in the center. In the bridged model, all highest occupied orbi-
tals are localized on the p-doped quantum dot with Al ion in the
center, while all lowest unoccupied orbitals are localized on the
n-doped quantum dot with P ion in the center. In such configura-
tions, the lowest energy excitations are prompted to have charge
transfer character. It has been reported that co-doping of Si QDs
contributes band edge states (HOMO and LUMO), spatially local-
ized in the vicinity of the dopants [79,80]. This feature lowers
the energy gap compared to that of pure Si QDs. In some sense,
DOS of co-doped Si QDs looks similar to the respective DOS of pris-
tine Si QDs albeit with lower energy gap.

Disconnected dimers: In the p-doped quantum dot, the Al-
dopant contributes an empty orbital, LUAl-doped, near the top of
the valence band, see a vacant orbital in the DOS, Fig. 3(c) at about
�5.7 eV. In contrast, in the n-doped quantum dot, the P-dopant
contributes an occupied orbital, HOP-doped, near the bottom of the
conduction band (see filled orbital in DOS, Fig. 3(d) at about
�2.7 eV). The Fermi energy of two quantum dots experiences equi-
libration: All orbitals of Al-doped quantum dot consistently shift
higher up in energy. All orbitals of the P-doped quantum dot con-
sistently shift down in energy. As a result, for the model containing
two alternatively doped quantum dots, the lowest unoccupied
orbital remains localized on the Al-doped quantum dot, while
the highest unoccupied orbital remains localized on the P-doped
quantum dot. The p-n junction structures are polarized. As can be
seen from Fig. 3(h), additional states appear at the edges of con-
duction and valence bands due to n- and p-doped impurities. The
small size of the model, the short distance between dopants, and
high level of orbital hybridization promote ground state of
co-doped model into intrinsic configurations. This effect was
computationally investigated in reference [53]. The charge density
distribution between quantum dots is manifested by a significant
total ground state dipole moments of the dimers representing
p-n junction, which equal �65 (36) Debye for disconnected
(bridged) structures. Mulliken charge analysis for co-doped QD
dimers, shown in Fig. S3 demonstrates the charge imbalance at
the doping ions. Aluminum has charge +0.81 (+0.79) in discon-
nected (bridged) dimers. Phosphorus has charge of �0.56 (�0.58)
in disconnected (bridged) dimers. The charge on Si ions is notice-
ably smaller. Similar values of charge imbalance but different dis-
tances between Al and P ions result is different values of ground
state dipole.

Bridged dimers: Here, two alternatively doped quantum dots
have a single common silicon atom, pipelining the charge density
between dots. In this model, the equilibration of Fermi energies
between individual quantum dots is attained by a transfer of an
electron from the P-ion orbital in the n-doped quantum dot to
the Al-ion orbital in the p-doped quantum dot, as shown in
Fig. 5: the highest occupied orbital is localized on Al-doped quan-
tum dot and lowest unoccupied orbital is localized on P-doped
quantum dot. This is different from the situation with disconnected
quantum dots, which suggests that bridging p-Si and n-Si promotes
an electron transfer from n-Si to p-Si symbolically represented as a
reaction

Alð0ÞPð0Þ ���!
bridging

Alðd�ÞPðdþÞ ð14Þ

Alð0Þ þ e� ���!
bridging

Alð�Þ ð15Þ

Pð0Þ ���!
bridging

PðþÞ þ e� ð16Þ

Silicon atoms in the vicinity of n-doping (p-doping) have more
positive (negative) charge compared to the average value. The
charge on silicon atoms between the dopants is perturbed at most.
The charge of Si atoms apart from the space between P and Al
experiences smaller modification. The charges on atoms on the line
connecting dopants, indicated by circles in Fig. S4(c), follow the
pattern:

Siþ0:21 � Si�0:03 � P�0:54 � Si�0:04 � Si�0:15 � Si�0:31 � Alþ0:79 � Si�0:32

� Siþ0:12
:

This observed density redistribution is supported by Mulliken
charge analysis in Fig. S4(c). P and Al experience the largest change
of charge.

This redistribution of charge density also establishes an
interfacial dipole from P-doped to the Al-doped quantum dot, as
elucidated by the projection of the total dipole moment on to
z-direction for the disconnected and bridged models of two alter-
natively doped quantum dots in the ground state. This equals

ldisconnected
z ¼ 65Debye, and lbridged

z ¼ 36Debye, while all other dipole
moment components for these two and for other models are much
smaller, as shown in Supplemental Table S1.

The most important features of the electronic structure of con-
sidered models are dictated by a few states contributed by doping.
Mutual energies of such band edge localized states have vanishing
dependence on the size of QD. Note that for small-size co-doped
systems at high concentration of n- and p-dopants, the populations
of levels contributed by co-dopants swap according to the Fermi
distribution, see Fig. S4(d).

3.2. Spectra and excited state profiles of QD dimers

Optical absorption spectra calculated using Eq. (4) are shown
in Fig. 6 for all dimers. TDDFT calculations were performed for
amax ¼ 200 excited states for each model, which allows exploring
different ranges of transition energies, up to 5.5 eV for un-doped,
up to 5 eV for p-doped, up to 4.5 eV for n-doped, and up to
3.5 eV/4.5 eV for disconnected/bridged pn-doped models. Notably,
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HO-1 HO-1
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Fig. 5. Kohn-Sham orbitals for atomistic models of co-doped quantum dots, which represent disconnected (left) and bridged (right) p-n junction. Colored spheres represent
atoms of Si (large cyan spheres), H (small cyan spheres), Al (pink), P (yellow). Red and blue clouds represent isosurfaces jReðuiÞj ¼ 0:02 of real part of spatial distribution of
Kohn-Sham orbitals. Positions of models are slightly rotated for better visualization and comparison of orbitals. For each model, four highest occupied, HO-3 . . . HO and four
lowest unoccupied, LU . . . LU+3 orbitals are shown. In the disconnected model, all but one (HO) highest occupied orbitals are localized on the p-doped quantum dot with Al ion
in the center, while all but one (LU) lowest unoccupied orbitals are localized on the n-doped quantum dot with P ion in the center. In the bridged model, all highest occupied
orbitals are localized on the p-doped quantum dot with Al ion in the center, while all lowest unoccupied orbitals are localized on the n-doped quantum dot with P ion in the
center. In such configurations, the lowest energy excitations have charge transfer character. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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for the analogous atomic composition, disconnected and bridged
models do have a very similar density of excited states, computed
with Eq. (5). The analysis of density of excited states and absorp-
tion spectra provides several trends for peak energy and
brightness.

(i-Si). For undoped models presented in Fig. 6(a)–(b), the ener-
gies of the first transitions are 5.1 eV and 4.8 eV, for disconnected
and bridged dimers, respectively. This is consistently lower by
D � 0:5� 0:6 eV than the ground state bandgaps of 5.7 eV and
5.3 eV for the same models. We observe a uniform blue-shift of
transition energies/bandgaps by D consistent with earlier trend
computed for CdSe quantum dots [81,82] and doped Si quantum
dots [54]. Notably, D shift does not necessarily measure the exciton
binding energy; this shift results from an interplay of many factors,
including orbital relaxation, exchange, Coulomb interactions, tak-
ing care of self-interaction error, etc. [83].

(p-Si) and (n-Si), disconnected. Spectra of the disconnected
models doped by the same impurity are presented in Fig. 6
(c) and (e). For all of them, the first excitation transition energies
are very close to zero. A common spectral feature of all these mod-
els is that there is a substantial density of excited states in the
entire range of energies below the optical bandgap. A very few of
these excited states are optically allowed (bright). The energies
of bright peaks are spaced homogeneously throughout the whole
bandgap range with about six bright peaks total. The energies of
the bright peaks in the disconnected models 2 � Al1Si34H36 and



Fig. 6. Optical absorption spectra (x 50, filled area) and density of excited states (solid line) for eight atomic models of pairs of doped quantum dots, computed by TDDFT
calculation with amax ¼ 200 excited states for each model with the B3LYP functional and LANL2DZ basis. Absorption spectra tend to coincide with the density of excited states
for bright excitations and vanish for charge transfer excitations. Panel labels are consistent with notation in Fig. 3. Panels (a), (c), (e), (g) represent pairs of disconnected QDs.
Panels (b), (d), (f), (h) represent bridged QDs chemically bonded to each other through bridging silicon atom. Panels (a)-(b) represent undoped QDs and labeled as intrinsic
silicon (i-Si). Panels (c)-(d) represent aluminum doped QDs and are labeled as p-Si. Panels (e)-(f) represent phosphorus doped QDs and are labeled as n-Si. Panels (g)-(h)
represent results for models where one QD in the pair is doped by aluminum and second one by phosphorous, therefore representing p-n junction. Spectral signatures of
donor Ed and acceptor Ea activation energies are indicated by arrows and are labeled. Sequence of peaks, their energies and heights establish qualitatively similar progressions
in pairs of models (a)-(b), (c)-(d), (e)-(f), (h)-(g). Numerical values of Eg , Ea , Ed , Ecb�vb are different in DFT and TDDFT calculations due to excitonic corrections.
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2 � P1Si34H36, approximately match the computed energies of the
bright peaks of the single isolated QDs Al1Si34H36 and P1Si34H36

dots as reported in the literature [43]. The comparison is presented
in Table 2. We hypothesize that these bright peaks correspond to
transitions between orbitals contributed by dopants, bringing
extra states to the system.
Table 2
Absorption below bandgap in p- and n-doped, disconnected models. Comparison of transiti
Mavros et al. [43] Fig. 3(b)⁄ and (f)⁄⁄.

Number of the bright peak p-Si

Fig. 6(C)
2 � Al1Si34H36

1 –
2 1.0, 1.3
3 2.2
4 2.6
5 3.1, 3.4
6 3.6
(p-Si) and (n-Si), bridged. Spectra of the bridged models doped
by same type of impurity are shown in Fig. 6(d) and (f). The con-
nection through a bridge does not notably affect the density of
excited states, however, we observe a substantial increase of the
oscillator strength of the excitations with higher energy. We
hypothesize that there is a constructive addition of transition
on energies of bright absorption peaks, in eV. Literature value are taken from reference

n-Si

Literature⁄

Al1Si34H36

Fig. 6(e)
2 � P1Si34H36

Literature⁄⁄

P1Si34H36

0.4 0.9 1.0
1.0 1.7 1.7
2.0 2.3 2.2
2.7 2.7 2.7
3.3 3.5 3.2
3.8 3.9 3.8
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dipole moments upon bridging or a contribution of the delocalized
Si-Si optical transitions, which appear at the lower energy in the
bridged models.

(p-n-Si junctions). Spectra of the disconnected and bridged
dimers are shown in Fig. 6(g)–(h). Their specific features are high-
lighted in Table 3 and Fig. 7. Transition energies are described with
the same notation style as for ground state orbitals values of Eg , Ea,
Ed, Ecb�vb. Based on a comparison of the single electron states and
the density of excited states, we interpret the four distinct peaks
in Fig. 6(g)–(h) as the following transitions are in the ascending
order of their energies. (Eg) is a transition between p- and n-states,
providing the lowest excitation at the bandgap and likely associ-
ated with long-range charge transfer. (Eg þ Ed) is an excitation
where the hole is localized on one QD and an electron promoted
higher up into the CB becomes delocalized across the dimer.
(Eg þ Ea) is an opposite case where the electron is localized, while
a hole down in the VB becomes delocalized. Finally, (Ecb � Evb) is an
excitation where both an electron and a hole are spatially delocal-
ized. Interestingly, the values of these four specific transition ener-
gies are consistently blueshifted in the bridged model by about
1 eV.

EðdisconnectedÞ
g < EðbridgedÞ

g ð17Þ

EðdisconnectedÞ
g þ EðdisconnectedÞ

d < EðbridgedÞ
g þ EðbridgedÞ

d ð18Þ
Table 3
Energies of peaks in the density of excited states of the disconnected and bridged p-n
junctions, presented in Fig. 6(g) and (h). X-axis show hypothetic labels, which might
correspond to these transitions.

Number of the
peak

Possible
interpretation

Disconnected p-n
junction
Fig. 6(g)

Bridged p-n
junction
Fig. 6(h)

1 Eg, eV 1.0 2.1
2 Eg + Ed, eV 1.7 2.7
3 Eg + Ea, eV 2.0 3.0
4 Ecb-vb, eV 2.6 3.6

Fig. 7. TDDFT Transition energies and interpretation of four specific peaks in the
density of excited states for disconnected and bridged models of p-n junction. Based
on comparison of single electron states and a density of excited states we interpret
the four distinct peaks in Fig. 6(g) and (h) as the following transitions ordered in the
ascending of their energy: (Eg) transitions between p-state and n-state, providing
lowest excitation at the bandgap and likely associated with larger charge transfer,
(Eg + Ed) an excitation where the hole is yet localized, while an electron is promoted
higher up into the CB and becomes mobile. (Eg + Ea) an excitation where the
electron is yet localized, while a hole is promoted deeper down into the VB and
becomes mobile, (Ecb � Evb) an excitation where both electron and hole are
promoted into CB and VB and both become more mobile. Energies of all four peaks
are consistently blueshifted by about 1 eV in the bridged model. Negative Coulomb
correction is smaller in bridged model, due to stronger screening.
EðdisconnectedÞ
g þ EðdisconnectedÞ

a < EðbridgedÞ
g þ EðbridgedÞ

a ð19Þ

EðdisconnectedÞ
cb�vb < EðbridgedÞ

cb�vb ð20Þ
This trend is attributed to the screening effects as discussed

above.
In the bridged dimer model, the (Ecb � Evb) transition is notice-

ably brighter than in the disconnected dimer model. The intensity
of absorption at a given frequency changes by about an order of
magnitude: a bridged dimer model provides brighter excited states
with respect to the disconnected dimer model of the same compo-
sition. We discuss two possible explanations of this effect: (i) Our
Fig. 8. Absolute value of lowest excitation transition densities projected on the axis
connecting QDs. Panels (a)-(h) are labeled consistently with Figs. 3 and 6. Each
panel represents the transition density for lowest excitation. Darkness of the spots
is proportional to the absolute value of TD. The X-axis stands for position of
electron, and the Y-axis represents the position of hole, according to Eqs. (6)–(9). (a)
In disconnected, undoped dots, the lowest excitation is delocalized over both dots
which witnesses forming a Fӧrster excitonic band. (b) In connected, undoped dots,
there is a substantial transition density on molecular junction atom. (c)–(f) The
lowest excitation in each of single-type-doped model, p or n, bridged or discon-
nected, has a degenerate charge transfer character. Amount of degeneracy is lower
for (n-Si) bridged model. (according to Supplemental Fig. S3, higher excitations
show VB-to-impurity character for n-doping and impurity-to-CB character for p-
doping). (g)–(h) p-n junction models, co-doped by Al and P, disconnected and
bridged, show similar features of transition density as follows: Nonzero transition
density is present in lower right quadrant. The lowest excitation originates from
aluminum (hole, lower half of the map) to phosphorous (electron, right half of the
map). The lowest charge transfer excitation is represented by transition density
mapped in the right lower quadrant of the transition density map. Both of the co-
doped (p-n Si) models, disconnected and bridged, exhibit charge transfer excitons
without degeneracy.
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simulations of both bridged and disconnected dimers used
amax ¼ 200 excitations. In the disconnected case, we observe the
systematic shift of orbitals, up for p-QD and down for n-QD, which
is larger by about 1 eV compared to the bridged system. All
amax ¼ 200 lowest excitations in the disconnected model have par-
tial or full charge transfer character, from p-VB0 to n-CB00. This offset
of bands is smaller in the other case. Therefore, some high energy
excitations among amax ¼ 200 states have a neutral character, from
p-VB0 to p-CB00 and from n-VB00 to n-CB00. Such excitations are likely
optically bright. (ii) Charge transfer excitations between p-QD and
n-QD have different oscillator strengths in the disconnected and
bridged models: pVB ! nCB. A high intensity of such an excitation
is prohibited in the disconnected model, since orbitals localized on
p-QD and on n-QD are separated by an empty space region and
have negligible overlap. In the bridged model, the spatial overlap
of pVB and nCB orbitals increases and enhances probability to cre-
ate such charge transfer state by optical excitation.
Table 4
Band gap in eV of Si29 QD with different
functionals.

Functional Band gap, eV

B3LYP 4.6243
CAM-B3LYP 7.0352
PBEPBE 3.3038
PBE1PBE 4.8804
LC-xPBE 9.0140

Fig. 9. Density of states of Si29(CH3)36 QD calculated in (a) PBEPBE functional, (b)
B3LYp and PBE1PBE and (c) CAM-B3LYP and LC-2PBE functionals. To show that the
features are similar, breaks were applied in x-axis in the graphs.
The transition density spatial profiles for the lowest excitations
are presented in Fig. 8, according to Eq. (6). Additional transition
density images are provided in Fig. S5. The following features are
observed: (i) Disconnected undoped dimer (i-Si) shows the same
profiles of transition density in segments corresponding to neutral
excitation at each monomer. It can be interpreted as a superposi-
tion of degenerate monomer excitations, a delocalized excitation,
or a hybridization of a monomer excitation achieved through space
via Fӧrster coupling. (ii) Bridged undoped dimer (i-Si) shows sub-
stantial transition density on molecular junction atom. (iii) Discon-
nected and bridged dimers doped by the same type of impurity
exhibit degenerate charge transfer excitations. Interestingly, the
degeneracy is lower for the (n-Si) bridged model. (iv) Both co-
doped (p-n Si) disconnected and bridged dimers feature charge
transfer excitons without degeneracy.

Most intriguing results were obtained for p-n doped dimers. We
have found a numerical support for (a) a charge density redistribu-
tion in donor-acceptor dimer in its ground state and (b) a low
energy charge transfer excitation induced by photon.

3.3. Benchmarks of methods for QD modeling

Finally, to benchmark various functional models, Si29(CH3)36 QD
was optimized using five different functionals, namely, B3LYP,
PBEPBE, PBE1PBE, CAM-B3LYP and LC-wPBE featuring different
amount of orbital exchange. For all calculations, 6-31 g⁄ basis set
was used. The obtained band gap values are reported in Table 4.
The B3LYP calculated band gap showed the best agreement with
the experimental value. A comparison of densities of states and
Fig. 10. Absorption spectra of Si29(CH3)36 QD using different functionals. (a)
corresponds to PBE1PBE functional in vacuum and in acetonitrile solvent (b)
corresponds to other functionals in vacuum as labeled. To align the bands, we
shifted spectra by �0.75 eV, +0.7 eV and �1.2 eV for CAM-B3LYP, PBEPBE and LC-
xPBE functionalized calculations.
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absorption spectra computed with different DFT models demon-
strate that, while the values of gap energies are different, the main
qualitative features of bands are very similar in all the cases as
shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. To obtain the absorption
spectra as shown in Fig. 10, we have performed TDDFT to compute
50 excited states and plotted them using a band width of 0.05 eV.
4. Conclusions

The interaction of semiconductor quantum dots leads to dis-
tinct signatures in their optical and electronic properties. A num-
ber of interesting effects are observed by comparing through-
bond (bridged) and through-space (disconnected) types of interac-
tion of silicon quantum dots in our dimer models. The electronic
structure and optical properties of both bridged and disconnected
interacting QDs dimers show strong dependence on the doping
pattern. Dimers functionalized with impurities, single-type doped
or co-doped, exhibit similar qualitative properties. In contrast,
the un-doped dimers manifest noticeable qualitative differences.
Specifically, the bridged un-doped dimer shows an order of magni-
tude brighter lowest exciton transition. The spatial profile of the
lowest exciton transition density in bridged dimer models shows
signatures of electron-to-hole interaction facilitated by bridging
atom. The disconnected and undoped dimers shows lowest exciton
character interpreted as Fӧrster energy transfer. For both doped
connected and disconnected dimers, the lowest excitation forms
a charge-transfer degenerate exciton band, which appears due to
doping with the same impurity type.

The most important case of interface between p-doped and n-
doped regions, represented by aluminum and phosphorous,
respectively, shows clearly defined direction of polarization of
the interface. In the lowest excited state, an electron is localized
on the phosphorous side (n-doping) and a hole is localized on
the aluminum (p-doping) side of the interface. This result is consis-
tent for both bridged and disconnected models. The transition
between ground state to the lowest excitation at the p-n interface
is accompanied by a change of the polarization at the interface.
According to our calculations, the ground state is more polar than
the lowest excited state. A cyclic excitation and de-excitation of the
p-n-junction leads to a change in the polarization value for the
entire structure. In a hypothetical presence of the bias contacts,
these processes would illustrate the photovoltaic effect at the
p-n-interface [84,85].

In addition to excitonic properties of the p-n interface, reported
computations provide useful quantitative measures of carrier acti-
vation energies. The bridging or separation of the p- and n- regions
brings noticeable variations to the carrier activation energies: hole
activation energy for p-doped Si models and electron activation
energy for n-doped models. For each type of doping, the carrier
activation energy is larger in the bridged models. Obtained struc-
ture-property relations provide insights to our understanding of
basic electronic interaction mechanisms in super-solids: macro-
scopic arrays of ordered quantum dots [86,87] fabricated for broad
range of opto-electronic applications including photovoltaic and
lighting.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Technical details of the methodology and validation of used
approach are available in the Supplemental information. Addi-
tional data are provided for ground state static dipoles of consid-
ered models along with transitional density maps for several
excitations for each model studied in the paper: un-doped and
co-doped with Al and P atoms in Si-quantum dots. Supplementary
data associated with this article can be found, in the online version,
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.chemphys.2016.09.003.
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